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Framing rights:

Participation Memory
Rights to participate in decision making/have a voice 
in all matters that impact on you

Individual and collective memory rights

Collective community right to participate in 
developing frameworks, legislation, policies and 
processes that impact them

Rights to remember/forget

To be remembered/forgotten

Identity Accountability
Rights to cultural, family and self identity; to know 
who you are, where you belong and to practice your 
culture

Rights relating to holding society, governments and 
service providers to account for actions that impact 
on you as an individual or community



• Creating records about you in organisational settings, 
creating your own personal records

• Deciding or consenting to what is recorded in 
organisational and archival systems about you

• Deciding or consenting to how your records are used and 
who has access to your records

• Intervening in/challenging the record (right of reply/setting 
the record straight/truth telling)

• Determining how long to keep records, and in what form
• Cultural, self identity and family rights in records
• Refusal and deletion rights

Participatory Rights in Recordkeeping



• Right to lifelong access to your records (including rights to receive 
copies, timely and low cost access and special accelerated access 
where circumstances require this)

• Right to have a say in intergenerational access
• Right to know and be informed of where your records are held
• Right to understand the types of records held about you
• Right to be informed of when and why others are given access to your 

records
• Right to consent to use of your records by others
• Right to know when and why records about you are destroyed
• Rights regarding records expertise:

• find, locate, interpret and advocate

Disclosure and access rights in records and archives



• The right to individual and collective privacy as understood in your 
culture and worldviews

• The right not to have your records used for other than their original 
agreed purpose without consent

• The right to safe and secure recordkeeping infrastructure, processes 
and systems

• Safe and secure keeping places for archival records
• Personal recordkeeping rights:

• The right to a secure personal recordkeeping/archival space
• The right to a safe, secure, and trusted infrastructure for 

managing, preserving and transmitting your records

Privacy and Safe Recordkeeping Rights



Alex Jones
8-12 - a stable and happy placement 

until carer moved interstate for work 
reasons.

Moved to Long term Care Order after 
24 months

First Foster Care 
Placement

13-14 – not stable and breakdown 

Second & Third Foster 
Care Placements

15-16 – initially challenging 
but good relationship with a 

worker helped to improve 
the situation  

Residential Care

17 – transitioning to 
independent living 

Lead Tenant

Entry into 
Care

Independent 
Living

8 – short term 
placement, leading to 
initial Family 
Reconciliation Order

Emergency 
placement



Alex age 8 - entering the system

SCENARIO
At the time of her entry into 

the system Alex is quite 
young, with strong memory of 
incidents and events leading 
up to her placement. She is 
traumatized at her removal 
from family notwithstanding 
the daily circumstances she is 
removed from. It is what she 
knows. 

TYPES OF RECORDS

Government department • Plethora of records, often form based, including:
• Initial reporting  (protected by law) 
• Assessment checks
• Emergency placement
• Intake investigation
• Court records and orders
• Referral to placement/care
• Family contact/access arrangements
• Carer registration

Service Agency/ies • Carer registration
• Assignment to carer
• Family contact
• Monitoring of placement
• System for carer use

Carer/Personal • Documenting ‘life-story’ as time permits



• No real expectation of records
• Largely at the mercy of the system 

and adults
• Expectation that adults are acting 

in her best interests

Alex: age 8
Now
•Systems are opaque and not of 
interest to Alex aged 8

•Alex only knows what she 
encounters

•People, good people, do things on 
her behalf

•She knows about her Foster Carers
and that she is regularly visited by a 
social worker who reports on her 
care/progress

•Alex is asked about what she thinks 
of things and how it is going

•Her carer has what she calls a ‘life 
story’ box in which she puts stuff 
(when she gets time) – for Alex

Future - with Charter
(demystifying and normalizing 
records and rights)
• Explanation that all actions are 

recorded and documented,
• That these records are about Alex
• That these records include her 

wishes about decisions
• That the records, held by any part 

of the system about her, are 
available to her, now and into the 
future, to look at without any 
questions about why she wants 
them

• That copies can be made for her at 
any time

• Can ask for help
• Verbal permission for use of 

personal records as part of 
research/reviews
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Recordkeeping Rights Framing Rights



Alex age 15
SCENARIO
By 15 Alex has had a number 
of different experiences of out 
of home care. She had a fairly 
stable initial placement with a 
foster carer, where she stayed 
from 8-12. During this time 
there were occasional 
experiences of respite care. 
This stable placement ‘broke 
down’ when her carers
decided to move interstate. A 
second placement was not 
successful, with possible 
violence in the home and an 
overall hostile experience. As 
a result at 15 Alex is placed 
into Residential Care.

TYPES OF RECORDS

Government department • Incident reports
• Records of placement breakdown
• Placement history 

Service Agency/ies • Records of placement breakdown
• Carer’s versions and Alex’s versions
• Assessments of social worker (case notes)
• Incident reports
• Risk Assessments
• Mental Health plan
• Counsellor case notes – goal planning
• Monitoring of placement
• System for carer use

Carer/Personal • Certificates
• School reports
• School counsellor reports/plans
• Medical records, vaccinations etc
• Extra curricula activities
• Documenting ‘life-story’ as time permits



• Questioning identity
• Much greater awareness of 

personal rights
• Demands for accountability
• Questioning/challenging authority

Alex: age 15Now
• Many different organisations are 

responsible for records creation
• Alex isn’t really clear on who has 

what record
• She is told she can access records 

about her, but in practice it is 
difficult

• She is told to make a FOI request
• She doesn’t know what to ask for 

and is unsure of how to proceed
• Access requires identity 

documents
• There is a fuss made about other 

people’s details in the record and 
this is used to deny access

• Asking for records and copies of 
records is seen as somewhat 
antagonistic behaviour

• Seeking to correct or annotate the 
record is also seen as antagonistic

• Faced with systemic difficulties in 
asserting her agency over her own 
story, Alex disengages further

Future - with Charter
(demystifying and normalizing 
records and rights)
• Challenges initial recording of 

incidents in residential care –
provides verbal alternative version 
for the record

• Questions absence of some social 
work counselling reports

• Asks to see who (in the 
organisations) has looked at her 
record

• Knows what records are stored in 
which systems (broadly)

• Requests copies of records at the 
time of decision making meetings

• Requests copies of all previous 
records

• Allows some, but not other 
requests for external parties to use 
her records



Alex age 18-21 – transitioning to independence
SCENARIO
Between 18-21 Alex is 
consumed by the business of 
transitioning to independent 
living. Everything is new and 
pretty scary. Forms, 
responsibilities and things 
that she needs to take action 
continue to crop up to 
confuse her. 

TYPES OF RECORDS

Government department • Incident reports
• Records of placement breakdown
• Placement history 

Service Agency/ies • Records of placement breakdown
• Carer’s versions and Alex’s versions
• Assessments of social worker (case notes)
• Incident reports
• Risk Assessments
• Mental Health plan
• Counsellor case notes – goal planning
• Monitoring of placement
• System for carer use

Carer/Personal • Certificates
• School reports
• School counsellor reports/plans
• Medical records, vaccinations etc
• Extra curricula activities
• Documenting ‘life-story’ as time permits
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• Asks to see who (in the 
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Recordkeeping Rights Framing Rights



• Growing into independence
• Experiencing need for ongoing 

proof of identity
• Vague interest in knowing about 

extended family

Alex: age 18-21
Now
• Alex is mainly concerned with 

knowing about responsibilities, 
services etc

• She needs to get access to core 
personal documents, or to apply 
for these

• Default position is to require a 
FOI request and identity 
documentation

• Fee exemptions applications are 
often required to get copies

• Constant requirement to share 
story with people in charge of 
records/systems

• Difficult to know which 
organization to ask for which 
records

• Where are the life history 
records?

• 3rd party service provider says 
records no longer available –
system change

Future - with Charter
• Not that much is different – the 

transition phase is still a learning 
phase

• Alex knows what records she’s got
• She seeks another full copy to 

ensure what she has is 
comprehensive

• Transition counselling includes 
recordkeeping and what she will 
need

• Alex decides to set up her own 
personal archive and manage this 
understanding that she will need 
ongoing access (this includes 
photos)

• She seeks assistance with this
• Redaction is minimal
• All organisations responsible for 

some of her history have 
maintained her records

• Getting access to records is 
straightforward and she is not 
made to feel like a problem
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Scenario
• Now a parent
• Facing the dreaded ‘family history’ 

primary school exercise
• Ready to probe at difficult 

questions from the past
• Hoping to reconnect with 

extended family
• Needing to come to terms with 

childhood

Alex: age 30 and upNow
• New records of access 

processes are made
• Records can be re-

traumatizing experience
• Overwhelming to find 

redactions of records 
(including photos)

Experience:
• Reactive, risk averse and 

defensive approaches
• Fees charged (or needing 

exemption processes)
• Either restricted and redacted 

access or overwhelmed by 
material

• Limited explanations of 
process and systems (although 
better for older systems)

Future - with Charter
• Minimal need to go back to source, 

but always possible
• Know what to ask for (either in 

general or specific terms)
• Easy to find out what records are 

where
• Record of access request/result 

made
• Ability to request specialist 

assistance
• No redaction (Alex has seen these 

before and was there)
• No fees
• Copies provided without question
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Future - with Charter
• Minimal need to go back to source, 

but always possible
• Informed of who is looking at her 

record
• Know what to ask for (either in 

general or specific terms)
• Easy to find out what records are 

where
• Record of access request/result 

made
• Ability to request specialist 

assistance
• No redaction (Alex has seen these 

before and was there)
• No fees
• Copies provided without question
• Actively exercising rights to 

allow/deny access to record
• Request to destroy record

Recordkeeping Rights Framing Rights


